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Practice Areas:

Care Proceedings

Child Arrangements

Domestic Violence &

Injunctions

Keileigh is also frequently instructed in a wide range of private children matters and Family Law Act

proceedings.

Keileigh has represented clients in the above areas at interim and final hearing stages, including fact-find

hearings.

Prior to commencing joining Chambers, Keileigh worked in Hanne & Co’s Care Department for 4 ½ years,

gaining significant experience in the full spectrum of care proceedings work.

Keileigh’s previous experience as an Appropriate Adult and an advocate on behalf of the Free

Representation Unit has allowed her to develop a record of working with vulnerable individuals in all areas of

her practice and has been commended for her sensitive approach to clients.

“I have instructed Ms Pink on two fairly complex matters…One involving parental alienation which emanated

from private law proceedings and one involving international elements. Ms Pink has always been accessible

and extremely thorough in her advice and representation. My clients are extremely happy with her

representation and she has always put the Local Authority’s case across strongly and achieved the outcome

sought in terms of Orders and directions. Her drafting skills are very good…” Solicitor at the London Borough

of Bexley

“…Keileigh was relentless in her arguments yesterday as the Judge seemed hesitant to grant the order and

she convinced him in the end. She showed excellent flair and professionalism. The client was very happy

with the outcome and with Keileigh…” Solicitor at Hopkin Murray Beskine

“Ms Pink has appeared before me on many occasions in public law children work, mainly interim hearings but

also longer trials. She has acted for the local authority, parents and the Children’s Guardian.

She is always well-prepared, on top of her brief, succinct, straightforward, detailed, intelligent, helpful and

persuasive.

She is also always well-presented, calm, quietly confident, courteous and sensitive to the difficult issues that

arise in such cases.

Whenever she appears before me I feel confident that the case will be in good hands. Her document

preparation in advance or during a hearing is prompt, appropriate and helpful.” Circuit Judge – Bromley

County Court

“Keileigh is a pleasure to instruct, she is excellent with clients and really listens while providing thorough,

honest and clear advice in a very ‘user-friendly’ way. She is also an extremely well-prepared, robust and

mailto:clerks@4bc.co.uk


persuasive advocate in court who cares about the outcome of the case. I cannot recommend Keileigh highly

enough.” Hanne & Co Solicitors

“…we were really impressed with Keileigh on this matter and will certainly be instructing her again in future!…”

Dawson Cornwall LLP

Education

London Metropolitan University – LLB

City University, London – BPTC

Memberships

The Honourable Society of Inner Temple

Family Law Bar Association

Awards 

Inner Temple Exhibition Award (BPTC)

Inner Temple Duke of Edinburgh Award (BPTC)

Privacy Policy 

Please find my privacy policy here

http://www.4bc.co.uk/wp-content/uploads/2024/03/Barrister-Privacy-Policy-KBP.pdf
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